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Abstract. In this work we prove that each Cr conservative diffeomorphism
with a pair of hyperbolic periodic points of co-index one can be C1-approximated
by Cr conservative diffeomorphisms having a blender.

1. Introduction

One major task in the theory of dynamics is to establish some kind of dynamic
irreducibility of a system. Of principal interest are the systems that display some
kind of persistent irreducibility. The two main examples of this concept are robust
transitivity and stable ergodicity.

Blenders were introduced by C. Bonatti and L. Dı́az in [5], to produce a large
class of examples of non-hyperbolic robustly transitive diffeomorphisms. There,
they showed that these objects appeared in a neighborhood of the time-one map
of any transitive Anosov flow. These systems are partially hyperbolic. To estab-
lish robust transitivity, they showed that the strong invariant manifolds entered
a small ball (the blender), where things got mixed. This blending was then dis-
tributed all over the manifold by means of the strong invariant manifolds. This
phenomenon is robust, whence they get robust transitivity.

In [6], C. Bonatti and L. Dı́az showed that blenders appear near co-index one
heterodimensional cycles. This provides a local source of robust transitivity.

In [13, Theorem C], the authors showed that, surprisingly, blenders also provide
a local source of stable ergodicity. This arouses some interest in the appearance
of blenders in the conservative setting. Indeed, the presence of blenders near
pairs of periodic points of co-index one in the conservative setting, allows the
authors to prove a special case of a longstanding conjecture by C. Pugh and
M. Shub, namely that stable ergodicity is C1-dense among partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms with 2-dimensional center bundle [13].

The aim of this paper is to obtain conservative diffeomorphisms admitting
blenders near conservative diffeomorphisms with a pair of hyperbolic periodic
points with co-index one. This result is crucial in the proof of the Pugh-Shub
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Conjecture [13]. Let us remark that, in fact, what we need for the proof of the
Pugh-Shub Conjecture is a very special case of Theorem 1.1. We think that in
view of the new importance of blenders for the conservative setting, it is interest-
ing to state the result in its full generality.

The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism preserving a smooth measure m
such that f has two hyperbolic periodic points p of index (u + 1) and q of index
u. Then there are Cr diffeomorphisms arbitrarily C1-close to f which preserve m
and admit a cu-blender associated to the analytic continuation of p.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 closely follows the scheme in [6].

2. Sketch of the proof

All preliminary concepts are in Section 3. Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism pre-
serving a smooth measure m such that f has two hyperbolic periodic points p of
index (u+ 1) and q of index u. A first step is to prove:

Proposition 2.1. Let f be a Cr conservative diffeomorphism such that f has two
hyperbolic periodic points p of index (u+ 1) and q of index u, then C1-close to f
there is a Cr conservative diffeomorphism such that the analytic continuations of
p and q form a co-index one heterodimensional cycle.

The proof of this involves a combination of recurrence results by C. Bonatti and
S. Crovisier, the Connecting Lemma, and a recent result by A. Ávila concern-
ing approximation of conservative C1 diffeomorphisms by smooth conservative
diffeomorphisms. We prove this proposition in Section 4.

The goal of of the rest of the paper is to reduce this heterodimensional cycle to
a standard form, in which perturbations are easily made. Note that in a co-index
one heterodimensional cycle associated to the points p and q with periods π(p)
and π(q), both Dfπ(p)(p) and Dfπ(q)(q) have s contracting eigenvalues and u ex-
panding eigenvalues. There is a remaining (central) eigenvalue which is expanding
for Dfπ(p)(p) and contracting for Dfπ(q). This center eigenvalue, however, could
be complex or have multiplicity bigger than one. This could complicate getting
a simplified model of the cycle. Next step is to show, like in [6], the following:

Theorem 2.2. Let f be a Cr conservative diffeomorphism having a co-index one
cycle associated to the periodic points p and q. Then f can be C1-approximated
by Cr conservative diffeomorphisms having co-index one cycles with real central
eigenvalues associated to the periodic points p′ and q′ which are homoclinically
related to the analytic continuation of p and q.

The fact that p′ and q′ are homoclinically related to the analytic continuation
of p and q is important due to the fact that if Blcu(p) is a cu-blender associated to
p and p′ is homoclinically related to p then Blcu(p) is also a cu-blender associated
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to p′. See Remark 3.4. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is in Section 4.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 shall now follow after proving Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
below.

Theorem 2.3. Let f be a Cr conservative diffeomorphism having a co-index
one cycle with real central eigenvalues. Then f can be C1-approximated by Cr

conservative diffeomorphisms having strong homoclinic intersections associated to
to a hyperbolic periodic point with expanding real central eigenvalue.

Theorem 2.3 is the more delicate part. Next theorem is now standard after C.
Bonatti, L. Dı́az and M. Viana’s work [9]:

Theorem 2.4. Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism preserving m with a strong homo-
clinic intersection associated to hyperbolic periodic point p with expanding real
center eigenvalue. Then f can be C1-approximated by a Cr diffeomorphism pre-
serving m and having a cu-blender associated to p.

In the creation of conservative blenders, we closely follow the scheme in [6]. It
will be proved that after a C1-perturbation, we obtain a Cr conservative diffeo-
morphism such that the co-index one cycle with real central eigenvalue has local
coordinates where the dynamics of the cycle is affine and partially hyperbolic,
with one dimensional central direction. This is called a simple cycle, see Defi-
nition 3.8. Let us note that, unlike in [6], we cannot use Sternberg’s Theorem
to linearize, due to the obvious resonance. We use instead the Pasting Lemmas
by A. Arbieto and C. Matheus [1]. The construction of simple cycles C1-close
co-index one cycles with real center eigenvalues is proved in Section 5.

We shall afterwards produce a continuous family of perturbations {ft}t>0 of f
shifting the unstable manifold of q in Up so that it does not intersect W s(p), thus
breaking the cycle. These perturbations preserve the bundles Ess, Ec and Euu. In
this form, they induce maps of the interval on Ec. By carefully choosing a small
parameter t > 0, and possibly “touching” the center expansion/contraction, we
may obtain that there is an Ess ⊕ Euu plane that is periodic by two different
itineraries of ft. Now, the dynamics ft on this periodic plane is hyperbolic, using
a Markovian property, we get two periodic points that are homoclinically related
within this plane. Using the λ-lemma we obtain a periodic point with a strong
homoclinic intersection. This is done in Section 6.

In this way we can apply the well-known techniques of Bonatti, Dı́az and Viana
[9] and of Bonatti, Dı́az which give blenders near points with strong homoclinic
intersections [5]. Note that these perturbations can be trivially made so that the
resulting diffeomorphism be Cr and conservative.
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3. Preliminaries

From now on, we shall consider a smooth measure m on a smooth manifold
M , and a Cr diffeomorphism f : M →M preserving m.

3.1. Definitions. We shall say that f is conservative if f preserves m. Given a
hyperbolic periodic point p of f , the index of p is number of expanding eigenvalues
of Dfπ(p)(p), counted with multiplicity, where π(p) is the period of p.

Definition 3.1 (Heterodimensional cycle). A diffeomorphism f has a heterodi-
mensional cycle associated to two hyperbolic periodic points p and q of f if their
indices are different, and the stable manifold W s(p) of p meets the unstable man-
ifold W u(q) of q, and the unstable manifold W u(p) of p meets the stable manifold
W s(q) of q.

When the indices of p and q differ in one, we say p and q are a co-index one

heterodimensional cycle, or co-index one cycle.
We shall say that f is partially hyperbolic on an f -invariant set Λ, or Λ is partially

hyperbolic for f if there is a Df -invariant splitting TΛ = Es
Λ ⊕Ec

Λ ⊕Eu
Λ such that

for all x ∈ Λ and all unit vectors vσ ∈ Eσ, σ = s, c, u we have:

‖Df(x)vs‖ < ‖Df(x)vc‖ < ‖Df(x)vu‖

for some suitable Riemannian metric on M . We require that both Es and Eu be
non-trivial.

Our goal is to produce a C1-perturbation admitting a blender. Here is the
definition of blender we shall be using:

Definition 3.2 (cu-blender near p). Let p be a partially hyperbolic periodic point
for f such that Df is expanding on Ec and dimEc = 1. A small open set Blcu(p),
near p but not necessarily containing p, is a cu-blender associated to p if:

(1) every (u+ 1)-strip well placed in Blcu(p) transversely intersects W s(p).
(2) This property is C1-robust. Moreover, the open set associated to the peri-

odic point contains a uniformly sized ball.

A (u+1)-strip is any (u+1)-disk containing a u-disk Duu, so that Duu is centered
at a point in Blcu(p), the radius of Duu is much bigger than the radius of Blcu(p),
and Duu is almost tangent to Eu, i.e. the vectors tangent to Duu are C1-close to
Eu. A (u + 1)-strip is well placed in Blcu(p) if it is almost tangent to Ec ⊕ Eu.
See Fgure 1.

Naturally, it makes sense to talk about robustness of these properties and
concepts, since there is an analytic continuation of the periodic point p and of
the bundles Es, Ec and Eu. We can define cs-blenders in a similar way. For
cs-blenders we will consider a partially hyperbolic point such that Ec is one-
dimensional and Df is contracting on Ec.
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W ss(p)
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Wuu(p)

W c(p)

Figure 1. cu-blender associated to p

This is the definition of blender we shall be using in this work, and, in partic-
ular what we obtain in Theorem 1.1. We warn the reader that there are other
definitions of blenders. In [10], Chapter 6.2. there is a complete presentation on
the different ways of defining these objects. Our definition corresponds to Defini-
tion 6.11 of [10] (the operational viewpoint). In some works of C. Bonatti and L.
Dı́az, see for instance [5] and [6], what we call Blcu(p) is known as the character-
istic region of the blender; and what they call blender is in fact a hyperbolic set
which is the maximal invariant set of a small neighborhood of q (Definition 6.9.
of [10]). However, let us remark that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, we
obtain a C1-perturbation preserving m and admitting blenders also in the sense
of Definition 6.9 of [10], and of [9]. The existence of blenders in the sense of [9]
implies the existence of blenders in the sense of Definition 3.2.

Definition 3.3 (cu-blender associated to p′). Let p′ be a partially hyperbolic
periodic point for f such that Df is expanding on Ec, with dimEc = 1. A small
open set B is called cu-blender associated to p′ if B = Blcu(p), where p is a partially
hyperbolic periodic point homoclinically related to p and Blcu(p) is a cu-blender
near p. We shall also denote Blcu(p′) the cu-blender associated to p′.

Remark 3.4. Let us note that if Blcu(p′) is a cu-blender associated to a hyperbolic
periodic point p′ and Blcu(p) is a cu-blender near p, where p is homoclinically re-
lated to p′, then it follows from the λ-lemma that W s(p′) transversely intersects
every (u + 1)-strip well placed in Blcu(p), and that this property is robust. The
λ-lemma also implies that a cu-blender associated to p′ is also a cu-blender asso-
ciated to p′′ if p′ and p′′ are homoclinically related.

Remark 3.5. If f is a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism in M , then we can
define cu-blender associated to a periodic point p′ directly as in Definition 3.2,
without requiring that Blcu(p′) be near p′. Indeed, this requirement is only needed
to guarantee the existence of the (u+1)-strips well placed in Blcu(p′). In the case
that f is partially hyperbolic, the Eu and Ec bundles are globally defined, and
so Definition 3.2 makes sense even without asking that Blcu(p′) be near p′.
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Let us consider two hyperbolic periodic points p of index (u+1) and q of index
u, with periods π(p) and π(q) respectively. Let us denote by λσ

i (p), λσ
i (q) the

eigenvalues of Dfπ(p)(p) and Dfπ(q)(q) respectively, with σ = s, c, u, ordered in
such a way that:

|λs
1(x)| ≤ · · · ≤ |λs

s(x)| ≤ |λc(x)| ≤ |λu
1(x)| ≤ · · · ≤ |λu

u(x)| (3.1)

where the λs
i ’s are contracting and the λu

i ’s are expanding. Moreover, λc(x) is
expanding for p and contracting for q. Note that λc(x) could be equal to λs

s(x),
and could be a complex eigenvalue.

Definition 3.6 (Cycle with real central eigenvalues). A co-index one heterodi-
mensional cycle associated to two hyperbolic periodic points p and q as described
above has real central eigenvalues if |λc(p)| < |λu

1(p)| and |λs
s(q)| < |λc(q)|.

Note that when a cycle has real central eigenvalues, then λc(p) and λc(q) have
multiplicity one. In the remainder of this subsection, we shall work with heterodi-
mensional cycles with real central eigenvalues. In this case, both orbits of p and
q admit a partially hyperbolic splitting TM = Es ⊕ Ec ⊕ Eu, with dimEc = 1,
dimEs = s and dimEu = u. We shall denote W ss(p) the strong stable mani-

fold of p, this means, the invariant manifold tangent to Es
p that has dimension

s. Analogously we define W uu(p), the strong unstable manifold of p. Note that
the unstable manifold of p could be of dimension (u+ 1), in which case it would
contain W uu(p).

Definition 3.7 (Strong homoclinic intersection). A partially hyperbolic periodic
point p has a strong homoclinic intersection if

{p} ( W ss(p) ∩W uu(p)

The first goal is to obtain a C1-perturbation of f admitting a co-index one
cycle with some local coordinates such that the dynamics in a neighborhood of
the points are affine:

Definition 3.8 (Simple cycle). A co-index one cycle associated to the periodic
points p of index (u + 1) and q of index u is called a simple cycle if it has real
central eigenvalues and:

(1) p and q admit neighborhoods Up and Uq on which the expressions of fπ(p)

and fπ(q) are linear and partially hyperbolic, with central dimension 1. We
denote the coordinates of a point (xs, yc, zu)p or (xs, yc, zu)q according to
wether it belongs to Up or Uq.

(2) There is a quasi-transverse heteroclinic point (0, 0, z0)q ∈ W s(p) ∩W u(q)
such that f l(0, 0, z0)q = (x0, 0, 0)p for some l > 0, and a neighborhood
V ⊂ Uq of (0, 0, z0)q satisfying f l(V ) ⊂ Up for which

T1 = f l : V → f l(V )
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is an affine map preserving the partially hyperbolic splitting, which is con-
tracting in the s-direction, expanding in the u-direction, and an isometry
in the central direction.

(3) There is a point (0, y+
0 , 0)p ∈ W u(p) ⋔ W s(q), with y+

0 > 0 such that
f r(0, y+

0 , 0)p = (0, y−0 , 0)q with y−0 < 0 for some r > 0, and a neighborhood
W ⊂ Up of (0, y+

0 , 0)p, such that f r(W ) ⊂ Up and

T2 = f r : W → f r(W )

is an affine map preserving the partially hyperbolic splitting, and is con-
tracting in the s-direction, expanding in the u-direction, and an isometry
in the central direction.

(4) There is a segment I = [y+
0 − ε, y+

0 + ε]cp contained in W u(p) ⋔ W s(q),

such that the form of f r(I) in Uq is J = [y−0 − ε, y−0 + ε]cq.

We call the affine maps T1 and T2 the transitions of the simple heterodimensional
cycle.

3.2. Preliminary results. In this subsection we state the preliminary results
that shall be used in this work. The following, Theorem 1.3 of [4], allows us
to approximate conservative diffeomorphisms by transitive diffeomorphisms pre-
serving m:

Theorem 3.9 (C. Bonatti, S. Crovisier [4]). There exists a residual set of the
set of diffeomorphisms preserving m such that all diffeomorphisms in this set is
transitive. Moreover, M is the unique homoclinic class.

We shall use this theorem in combination with the Connecting Lemma below:

Theorem 3.10 (Connecting Lemma [2], [4]). Let p, q be hyperbolic periodic points
of a Cr transitive diffeomorphism f preserving a smooth measure m. Then, there
exists a C1-perturbation g ∈ Cr preserving m such that W s(p) ∩W u(q) 6= ∅.

The recent remarkable result by A. Ávila allows us to approximate C1 conser-
vative diffeomorphisms by C∞ conservative diffeomorphisms:

Theorem 3.11 (A. Ávila [3]). C∞ diffeomorphisms are dense in the set of C1

diffeomorphisms preserving m.

This following conservative version of Franks’ Lemma is Proposition 7.4 of [7]:

Proposition 3.12 (Conservative version of Franks’ Lemma [7]). Let f be a Cr

diffeomorphism preserving a smooth measure m, S be a finite set. Assume that
B is a conservative ε-perturbation of Df along S. Then for every neighborhood
V of S there is a C1-perturbation h ∈ Cr preserving m, coinciding with f on S

and out of V , such that Dh is equal to B on S.
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The fundamental tools in order to adapt the construction of C. Bonatti and L.
Dı́az [6] to the conservative case are the Pasting Lemmas of A. Arbieto and C.
Matheus [1]. We shall need two such lemmas, one for vector fields and the other
for diffeomorphisms. The following is Theorem 3.1. of [1], and states that we can
“paste” two sufficiently C1-close Cr vector fields, so that one gets the value of
the first one on one set and the value of the second one on a disjoint set:

Theorem 3.13 (The C1+α-Pasting Lemma for Vector Fields). Given r > 1 and
ε > there exists δ > 0 such that if X, Y ∈ X r

m(M) are two Cr vector fields
preserving a smooth measure m that are δ C1-close on a neighborhood U of a
compact set K , then there exist an m-preserving vector field Z ∈ X r

m(M) ε C1-
close to X and two neighborhoods V and W of K such that K ⊂ V ⊂ U ⊂ W

satisfying Z|M\W = X and X|V = Y .

We shall also need the Pasting Lemma for diffeomorphisms, which states that
we can produce a Cr diffeomorphism by “pasting” a conservative diffeomorphism
f with its derivative on a neighborhood of a point:

Theorem 3.14 (The Pasting Lemma for Diffeomorphisms). If f is a Cr dif-
feomorphism preserving a smooth measure m and x is a point in M , then for
any ε > 0, there exists a Cr diffeomorphism g preserving m, ε-C1-close to f

and two neighborhoods V and U of x such that x ∈ V ⊂ U and g|M\U = f and
g|V = Df(x) (in local charts).

4. Proof of Theorem 2.2

Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism preserving a smooth measure m, with two hy-
perbolic periodic points p of index (u+ 1) and q of index u. Our first step is to
show that f can be C1-approximated by a Cr diffeomorphism preserving m such
that the analytic continuations of p and q form a co-index one heterodimensional
cycle. Namely:

4.1. Proof of Proposition 2.1. Proposition 2.1 follows in fact from the more
general lemma:

Lemma 4.1. Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism preserving a smooth measure m such
that f has two hyperbolic periodic points p and q, then f is C1-approximated by
Cr diffeomorphisms preserving m such that the continuations of p and q either
form a heterodimensional cycle in case they have different indices, or else they
are homoclinically related.

Let us consider the case where p has unstable index u and q has unstable u′ < u.
The case u = u′ is simpler, and follows analogously. We shall apply the Connect-
ing Lemma (Theorem 3.10) to produce the heterodimensional cycle. However,
this Lemma has transitivity as a hypothesis. So, let us consider a conservative
diffeomorphism f1 C

1-close to f so that f1 is transitive. This f1 exists due to
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Theorem 3.9 by C. Bonatti and S. Crovisier. Note that f1 is a priori only C1 and
has two hyperbolic periodic points p1 and q1 which are the analytic continuations
of p and q. Now, due to its transitivity, the Connecting Lemma applies, and we
can find a C1-close conservative diffeomorphism f2 such that W u(p2) intersects
W s(q2), where p2 and q2 are the analytic continuations of p and q. We can even
ask that this intersection be transverse (it will be u− u′-dimensional). Note that
since it is transverse, this intersection persists under C1-perturbations. We will
also ask, by using Theorem 3.9 again, that f2 be transitive. Then, we apply the
Connecting Lemma again, and obtain a new C1 conservative diffeomorphism f3

C1-close to f2 so that W u(p3) ⋔ W s(q3) 6= ∅ and y ∈W s(p3)∩W
u(q3) 6= ∅, we can

even ask that this last intersection be quasi-transverse, i.e. TyW
s(p3)∩TyW

u(q3)
does not contain a non-trivial vector. But f3 could be not Cr a priori. Theorem
3.11 of A. Ávila yields a C∞ conservative diffeomorphism f4 C

1-close to f3. Since
the stable and unstable manifolds of p4 and q4 vary continuously, we obtain that
W u(p4) ⋔ W s(q4) 6= ∅, and W s(p4) is close to W u(q4) near the point y. There is
a C∞ conservative diffeomorphism f5, C

1-close to f4, so that W s(p5) intersects
W u(p5). This last perturbation can be made in fact C∞. This gives the desired
heterodimensional cycle.

4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.2 follows from Lemma 4.2 below and
Lemma 4.1. The idea of Lemma 4.2 is as in Lemma 4.2. of [11]. See also its
generalization to dimension n in Lemmas 1.9 and 4.16 of [7]. The only difference
is that we shall apply the Pasting Lemmas and the Conservative Franks’ Lemma
instead of the corresponding results.

Lemma 4.2. Let f be a conservative Cr diffeomorphism with a hyperbolic periodic
point p. Then f is C1-approximated by a Cr conservative diffeomorphism with a
hyperbolic periodic point p′ having the same index as p such that the inequalities
in Equation (3.1) are strict.

In particular, the eigenvalues of Dfπ(p′)(p′) are all real and of multiplicity one.
Let us assume p is a hyperbolic fixed point for f and let us denote the eigen-

values of Df(p) as in Equation (3.1). We may assume, by using the Conser-
vative Franks’ Lemma (Proposition 3.12) that the multiplicity of all the eigen-
values, complex or real, is one; and that any pair of complex eigenvalues with
the same modulus are conjugated, and have rational argument. We shall also
assume that |λs

s(p)| < |λc(p)| = |λu
1(p)|, and that λc(p) and λu

1(p) are complex
conjugated expanding eigenvalues. We shall prove that there is p′ such that
|λs

s(p
′)| < 1 < |λc(p′)| < |λu

1(p)|, whence p′ will have index (u + 1), just like p.
In fact, this is all we need, since the same argument applies to show there is q′

of index u with real central (contracting) eigenvalue of multiplicity one. Lemma
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4.2 follows from an inductive argument, since the fact that the eigenvalue is the
central one is not used in the argument.

Using the Connecting Lemma (Theorem 3.10) and genericity arguments we
obtain a transverse homoclinic intersection x ∈W s(p) ⋔ W u(p) \ {p}. Using the
Pasting Lemma for Diffeomorphisms (Theorem 3.14) we can linearize f in a small
neighborhood V of p, so that f remains the same outside a neighborhood U ⊃ V .
By considering sufficiently large iterates, we may assume that x ∈ W s

loc(p) ∩ V ,
and y = f−r(x) ∈ W u

loc(p) ∩ V are such that the tangent spaces to W s(p) at y
and to W u(p) at x are close enough to Es

p and Eu
p . The tangent space to W s(p)

at x and to W u(p) at y are Es
p and Eu

p due to the linearization.
Birkhoff-Smale provides a periodic point p′ ≃ x with period π(p′) = n′ + r

where n′ is arbitrarily large, such that

(1) q′ = fn′

(p′) ≃ y

(2) f i(p′) ∈ V for all i = 0, . . . n′

(3) p′ is homoclinically related to p

Let Eu
p′ = Eu

p + p′ and Es
q′ = Es

p + q′. Applying the Conservative Franks Lemma
we obtain a perturbation such that

Df r(q′)Es
q′ = Es

p′ and Df r(q′)Eu
q′ = Eu

p′

A new perturbation allows us to “fix” the eigenspace associated to λc(p) and
λu

1(p), and obtain normal bases on which the derivative Df r(q′) : Tq′M → Tp′M

has the form:

A =





As 0 0
0 Ac 0
0 0 Au





where Ac is a 2× 2 matrix acting on a subspace F c
q′ = F c

p + q′, where F c
p ⊂ Eu

p is
the 2-dimensional eigenspace associated to the eigenvalues λc(p) and λu

1(p).
Applying the Conservative Franks’ Lemma again we obtain that

Dfπ(q′)(q′) =







A
π(q′)
s 0 0

0 A
π(q′)
c 0

0 0 A
π(q′)
u






, Aπ(q′)

c =

(

|λc(p)|π(q′) 0
0 |λc(p)|π(q′)

)

It is easy to produce now a perturbation so that the eigenvalues of F c
q′ are real

and different.

5. Creation of Simple Cycles

We may assume now that f is a Cr conservative diffeomorphism with a co-
index cycle having real central eigenvalues. Our main result will be established
if we prove Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. To do this, we shall perturb that in order to
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obtain a simplified model of the cycle, that is, a simple cycle. The creation of
simple cycles follows the same arguments as in [6, Proposition 3.5] and [8, Lemma
3.2]. The only difference is that we shall use the Pasting Lemmas to linearize in
the conservative setting. The goal of this section is to produce a simple cycle.

p

Ec

p

Ess

p

Euu

p

W s(p)

Wu(p)

q
Ec

q

Ess

q

Euu

q

Wu(q)

W s(q)

Figure 2

Let us suppose that p and q are hyperbolic fixed points of indices (u+ 1) and
u respectively. We may also assume that W s(q) and W u(p) have a non-trivial
transverse intersection, and W s(p) and W u(q) have a point of quasi transverse
intersection. On {p, q} we have a partially hyperbolic splitting TM = Es ⊕Ec ⊕
Eu, where dimEu = u, dimEc = 1 and dimEs = s with s+u+1 = n. Using the
Pasting Lemma for diffeomorphisms, we obtain two neighborhoods Up and Uq on
which we can linearize f . We call this new Cr conservative diffeomorphism g. g
equals Df(p) on Up and Df(q) on Uq, the strong stable and unstable manifolds
are, respectively, the s- and u-planes parallel to Es

p and Eu
p , or Es

q and Eu
q . The

center lines parallel to Ec
p and Ec

q are also invariant under g.
We can choose g so that there is a point of transverse intersection X of W u(p)

and W s(q), and a point of quasi-transverse intersection Y of W s(p) and W u(q).
There is a sufficiently large iterate m > 0 so that g−m(Y ) = (0, 0, z0)q ∈ W u

loc(q)
and gm(Y ) = (x0, 0, 0)p ∈W s

loc(p). Take l = 2m.
Now, generically W u(p) ⋔ W s(q) is transverse to the strong unstable in Up

and to the strong stable foliation in Uq. So, take a curve α ⊂ W u(p) ⋔ W s(q)
and iterates m > 0 so large that g−m(α) is the graphic of a map γp : I → Euu,
and fm(α) is the graphic of a map γq : J → Ess. I and J are small segments
contained, respectively in W c

loc(p) and W c
loc(q). Note that g−m(α) approaches

W c
loc(p) exponentially faster than it approaches p; analogously gm(α) approaches

W c
loc(q) exponentially faster than it approaches q. Hence we can choose m > 0 so

large that γp and γq and are C1-close to zero.
Let us define Cr vector fields Xp and Xq in suitable neighborhoods of I ∪

Graph(γp) and J ∪ Graph(γq). We define Xp as a vector field that is constant
the hyperplanes parallel to Ess ⊕Euu, such that Xp(x, y, z)p = γp(0, y, 0)p. That
is, Xp assigns to each point its center coordinate. Since Xp is constant along
the hyperplanes parallel to Ess ⊕Euu it is divergence free and it is very close to
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the null vector field. Then we can apply the Pasting Lemma for flows (Theorem
3.13) and paste S with the null vector field obtaining a Cr-vector field X̄p that
is C1-close to the null vector field. By composing our diffeomorphism with the
time-one map of X̄p we have a perturbation of g (which we continue to call g)
such that g−2m(Graph(γq)) is contained in W c

loc(p). Analogously, we obtain a
C1-perturbation, so that g2m(I) ⊂ W c

loc(q). In this way, we have obtained so far
the points (0, 0, z0)q, (x0, 0, 0)p, (0, y+

0 , 0)p and (0, y−0 , 0)q.
Let us apply the Pasting Lemma for diffeomorphisms again, so that we ob-

tain a new perturbation for which the transitions T1 = gl|V and T2 = gl|W are
affine maps, where V and W are small neighborhoods of (0, 0, z0)q and (0, y+

0 , 0)p

respectively. We loose no generality in assuming that the images of the hyper-
planes Ess, Euu, Ec, Ess ⊕ Ec and Euu ⊕ Ec are in general position. By taking
l > 0 sufficiently large, one obtains that the image of the center-unstable foliation
becomes very close to the Euu ⊕ Ec in Up. A small perturbation using the Past-
ing Lemma for vector fields like in the previous paragraph gives us an invariant
center-unstable foliation. Indeed, there exists a matrix A with det(A) = 1, close
to the identity, taking the image of the center-unstable foliation in W ⊂ Up into
the center-unstable foliation of gl(W ) ⊂ Uq. But now, there exists a vector field
logA such that the time-one map of logA is A. We use the Pasting Lemma for
vector fields to paste logA in a neighborhood of (0, y−0 , 0)q in gl(W ) with the
identity outside of gl(W ). Composing g with the time one map of this vector
field, we get a Cr diffeomorphisms C1-close to g such that gl+1 leaves the center-
unstable foliation invariant. We replace gl(W ) by gl+1(W ), and T2 by this new
affine transition.

Let us continue to call g this new Cr conservative diffeomorphism, and T2

the new transition. In order to get the invariance of the strong stable foliation,
note that by the previous construction, the center unstable foliation is preserved
by backward iterations. The backward iterations of the strong stable foliation
approach the strong stable foliation in Up. If necessary, we may replace (0, y+

0 , 0)p

by a large backward iterate, and W by a corresponding iterate in Up. There is
a matrix B with det(B) = 1 close to the identity, that preserves the center-
unstable foliation and is such that B ◦ gL|W preserves the strong stable and
center-stable foliations. Proceeding as in the previous paragraph, we obtain a
C1-close diffeomorphism preserving these foliations. We can repeat now the same
argument inside the center-unstable foliation in order to get the invariance of the
strong unstable and the center foliations. In this way we obtain an affine partially
hyperbolic transition T2 preserving Ess, Euu and Ec. Analogously we obtain T1.

We only need to show that we can perturb in order to obtain that the transitions
T1 and T2 are isometries on the center foliations. Now we can replace T1 by
T1(m1, m2) = Dg−m2(p) ◦ T1 ◦ Dgm1(q) with large m1, m2 > 0 on a suitable
small neighborhood of g−m1(0, 0, z0)q. There are infinitely many m1, m2 > 0 such
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that the center eigenvalues of T1(m1, m2) are in a bounded away from zero finite
interval. Considering m1 and m2 sufficiently large, and changing (0, 0, z0)q by
a point X with coordinates of the same form, we obtain a C1-perturbation in
a small neighborhood of the segment of orbit X, g(X), . . . , gr(X) ∈ Uq, where
r = m1 + l + m2, such that the action of T1(m1, m2) in the central direction is
an isometry. The perturbation is produced using the Pasting Lemma for vector
fields as in the previous paragraphs. In analogous way we obtain a transition T2

acting as an isometry in the central direction.
We have proved the following:

Proposition 5.1. Let f be a Cr conservative diffeomorphism having a co-index
one cycle with real central eigenvalues associated to the points p and q. Then f

can be C1-approximated by Cr conservative diffeomorphisms having simple cycles
associated to p and q.

6. Proof of Theorem 2.3

For simplicity we shall assume that p and q are fixed points, and that the co-
index cycle is a simple cycle. We shall call λc(p) = µ and λc(q) = λ. We shall
assume that µ > 1 and λ ∈ (0, 1), since no greater complication appears in the
cases µ < −1 and λ ∈ (−1, 0).

Since the cycle is simple, there are coordinates (x, y, z)p and (x, y, z)q in suitable
neighborhoods of p = (0, 0, 0)p and (0, 0, 0)q on which the expression of f is:

A(x, y, z)p = (Asx, µy, Auz)p and B(x, y, z)q = (Bsx, λy, Buz)q (6.1)

where As, Bs are contractions, and Au, Bu are expansions. We recall that there
are points (0, 0, z0)q in the quasi-transverse intersection of W s(p) ∩W u(q), and
(0, y+, 0)p in the transverse intersection of W u(p) ⋔ W s(q) such that on suitable
neighborhoods V ⊂ Uq and W ⊂ Up the transitions T1 = f l|V and T2 = f r|W
have the form:

T1(x, y, z)p = (T s
1x, y + y− − y+, T u

1 z)q (6.2)

and
T2(x, y, z)q = (T s

2x+ x0, y, T
u
2 (z − z0))p (6.3)

where T s
1 , T s

2 are contractions and T u
1 , T u

2 are expansions.

We shall produce a continuous family of perturbations {ft}t>0 of f shifting the
unstable manifold of q in Up so that it does not intersect W ss(p), see Figure 6.
These perturbations preserve the bundles Ess, Ec and Euu. In this form, they
induce maps of the interval on Ec. By eventually changing the original λ ∈ (0, 1)
and µ > 1 (so that ft continues to be conservative), and carefully choosing a small
parameter t > 0, we may obtain that the Ess ⊕ Euu plane containing the point
(0, y+, 0)p is periodic by two different (large) itineraries. Now, the dynamics ft

on this periodic plane is hyperbolic, then using a Markovian property, we get two
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periodic points that are homoclinically related within this plane. The λ-lemma
gives now a periodic point with a strong homoclinic intersection.

Proceeding as in Section 5 we take a divergence-free vector field X supported
in a small neighborhood of f r−1(V ), so that the composition ft of f with the
time-t map of X form a C1-family of Cr conservative diffeomorphisms admitting
transitions T2 of the form (6.3) and T1,t of the form:

T1,t(x, y, z)p = T1(x, y, z)p + (0, t, 0)p (6.4)

where T1 is as in formula (6.2) Since Dft(p) = Df(p) and Dft(q) = Df(q), the
formulas (6.1) hold for all small t > 0.

p

Ec

p

Ess

p

Euu

p

W s(p)

Wu(p)

q
Ec

q

Ess

q

Euu

q

Wu(q)

W s(q)
t

Figure 3

Note that if the composition fn
t ◦ f l

t ◦ f
m
t ◦ f r

t makes sense for some point and
takes a small neighborhood of (0, y+, 0)p into Up then, due to the formulas above,
its center coordinate takes the form:

ψ
m,n
t (y) = µn [λm(y + ∆y) + t] where ∆y = y− − y+ (6.5)

Conversely, we have the following:

Lemma 6.1. If m,n, t > 0 are such that ψm,n
t (y+) = y+ with sufficiently large

m,n, then there is a point

pm,n = (xm,n, y
+, zm,n)p

in the Ess⊕Euu plane through (0, y+, 0)p that is ft-periodic, with period π(pm,n) =
n+ l +m+ r. Its center eigenvalue is λc(pm,n) = µnλm.

If there is (m′, n′) 6= (m,n) for which ψ
m′,n′

t (y+) = y+, then there is a point
qm,n, such that

qm,n ( W uu(pm,n) ∩W ss(pm,n).

That is, pm,n has a strong homoclinic intersection that is quasi-transverse.
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Proof. Let t > 0 be a small parameter, and let m,n > 0 be sufficiently large.
Suppose that ψm,n

t (y+) = (y+). Then it is easy to see that the fn+l+m+r
t image

of the su-disc [−1, 1]s × {y+} × [−1, 1]u contains a cylinder of the form

Cu = Bs
δ((A

s)nx0) × {y+} × [−1, 1]u,

for some sufficiently small δ > 0, where Bs
δ(x) denotes the s-disc of radius δ

centered at x.
Analogously, we obtain that the fn+l+m+r

t pre-image of the su-disc [−1, 1]s ×
{y+} × [−1, 1]u contains a cylinder of the form

Cs = [−1, 1]s × {y+} ×Bu
δ (z),

for some z ∈ (−1, 1)u and some suitable small δ, which can be taken equal to
the previous one. Bu

δ (z) denotes the u-disc of radius δ centered at z. This
implies the existence of a periodic point pm,n of period π(pm,n) = n+ l +m+ r.
The fact that the transitions are isometries on the bentral direction implies that
λc(pm,n) = λmµn.

If (m′, n′) 6= (m,n) are such that ψm′,n′

t (y+) = y+, then the previous argument
gives us a periodic point pm′,n′ which, by construction, is different from pm,n.
Due to linearity, the unstable manifolds of pm,n, pm′,n′ are, respectively, the u-
discs W uu(pm,n) = (xm,n, y

+) × [−1, 1]u and W uu(pm′,n′) = (xm′,n′, y+)× [−1, 1]u.
Also, W ss(pm,n) = [−1, 1]s × (y+, zm,n) and W ss(pm′,n′) = [−1, 1]s × (y+, zm′,n′).
The u-discs transversely intersect the u-discs in the su-plane. Therefore, pm,n

and pm′,n′ are homoclinically related in the su-plane, that is

W uu(pm′,n′) ∩W ss(pm,n) 6= ∅ and W uu(pm,n) ∩W ss(pm′,n′) 6= ∅

The λ-lemma implies the existence of a point q 6= pm,n in the intersection of the
strong stable and strong unstable manifolds of pm,n. The expression of ft in Up

implies that this intersection is quasi-transverse. �

The proof of Theorem 2.3 will be finished after the following:

Lemma 6.2 ([9]). For any ε > 0 there are µ0, λ0, t,m, n, n
′ such that |λ0−λ| < ε,

|µ0 − µ| < ε, |t| < ε and m,n arbitrarily large with n < n′ and

(1) ψm+1,n
t (y+) = y+

(2) ψm,n′

t (y+) = y+

This is proved in Lemma 3.11 of [6]. The proof of Theorem 2.3 now ends by
taking n,m so that µn

0λ
m
0 > 1. With the techniques used in Section 5 we can

produce a C1 perturbation so that to obtain a Cr conservative diffeomorphism
where the linear expressions (6.1) are such that the center coordinate expansions
are, respectively λ0 and µ0.
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Theorem 2.4 has been proved in [9] and in Theorem 2.1 of [5], see also Section
4.1 of [6]. Note that the perturbations can be trivially made so that the resulting
diffeomorphism be Cr and conservative.
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